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 Lavender Menace 
 butterfly pea flower-infused gin, creme de violette, elderflower & sage 
 cordial, lemon, amarena cherry, lavender. 

 Our namesake. A group of 17 lesbians in the early '70s that took on the 2nd wave feminist movement for being 
 homophobic and excluding lesbians and bi women from women's lib. They dramatically interrupted the Second 
 Congress to Unite Women meeting in order to gain attention and call out the lack of diversity and 
 intersectionality of the women's liberation movement. 

 -- 

 Sukeban 
 japanese whisky, japanese plum wine, sweet vermouth, maraschino liqueur, 
 shaman quebecois, bitters. 

 'Sukeban' means 'delinquent girl' or 'boss girl' in Japanese and was the name used to refer to the leaders of 
 all-girl gangs of the 70s and 80s who arose in response to exclusively male gangs. They were a defiant 
 movement, pushing back against expected female behaviour and stereotypes by utilizing sailor uniforms and DIY 
 culture similar to UK punks, becoming the most sensational subculture in post-war Japan. 

 -- 

 The Brunswick Four 
 vodka, sloe gin, dry curacao, campari, cocchi rosa, citrus, edible glitter. 

 Four lesbian women - Adrienne Rosen, Pat Murphy, Sue Wells and Lamar Van Dyke - were thrown out of a Toronto 
 bar, The Brunswick House, on 5 January 1974 for singing 'I Enjoy Being A Dyke' during an Open Mic night. Their 
 expulsion, detention & trial led to significant public outcry at their treatment by the bar staff & the police, 
 who allegedly said that the women were 'the scum of the earth and should be shot.' 

 -- 

 Moe Aikāne 
 pineapple gold rum, blended scotch, dry curacao, orgeat, citrus, pineapple, 
 toasted coconut & wildberry syrup, tiki bitters, mint. 

 For our requisite tiki-inspired tipple, we went back to the Hawaiian language for inspiration. 'Moe aikane' is 
 the phrase for relationships between same gender partners. Traditionally, this was between kings or queens and 
 their lesser chiefs, and had no stigma attached to the fact they were same sex relationships. 



 -- 

 Nancy Cárdenas 
 reposado tequila, mango, jalapeno agave, lychee liqueur, citrus, spicy pink 
 salt, marigold. 

 A Mexican actor, poet, writer, playwright, and feminist. She was the first Mexican woman to publicly declare 
 herself a lesbian during an interview about a person being fired for being gay. She founded the first gay 
 organization in Mexico, Frente de Liberación Homosexual Mexicano, and headed the first gay Pride parade in 
 Mexico, both in the 70s. 

 -- 

 Oriental Cha-Cha 
 fen chiew baijiu, soju, plum wine, oolong tea, matcha latte syrup, chinese 5 
 spice, goji berries, salted duck egg snow. 

 An homage by our chef to her childhood being of Chinese descent and growing up in Hong Kong (“Pearl of the 
 Orient”) of the '70s and '80s that incorporates the notable flavours of East Asia. She spent years trawling the 
 street markets and travelling to nearby Asian countries to discover the spices, flavours, and develop the 
 skills she still uses to this day. This precise geocultural identity means a lot to her. The cocktail is a 
 historical tribute to her personal identity: her experience of being a proud Hong Konger, and then, an 
 immigrant here in a new country. “Cha” means “tea” in Cantonese, her native language. 

 -- 

 Cuarteto 
 mezcal, rhubarb liqueur, italian genepy, citrus, amarena cherry. 

 Spanish for “quartet” and describes a style of music defined in the 1970s. It’s also part of the name of 
 Cuarteto Habana, a 4-piece drag king (or  transformistas  masculinos  ) group from Cuba all of whom identify  as 
 lesbian or bisexual and use their music to bring awareness to violence against women & girls, and send positive 
 LGBTQ+ messages to Cuban people. 

 -- 

 Vieux Toronto 
 bearface whiskey, calvados, fernet branca, dry sherry, sacred earth bitters, 
 rosemary smoke. 

 Based on a combination of the Vieux  Carré  (a New Orleans  classic) and the Toronto. 

 -- 

 Bye Bye Beaver 
 canadian club 100% rye, peach-ginger liqueur, citrus, prohibition bitters, 
 vegan foam, crushed coffee bean. 



 Based on a whiskey sour, and an homage to the amazing ‘The Beaver Cafe’, a beloved LGBTQ+ space that we all 
 miss dearly, that was on Queen West in Toronto and had one of the best whiskey sours ever. 

 -- 

 On Hanlan’s Point 
 maple bacon-washed bourbon, gentian, pomegranate liqueur, aperol, orange. 

 Known for decades as a cruising spot and nude beach on the Toronto Islands, Hanlan’s Point hosts great parties 
 and is a treasured spot for the local queer community today. It is said to be the birthplace of Toronto Pride 
 when on  August 1, 1971, the small activist groups  Toronto Gay Action, the University of Toronto Homophile 
 Association, and the Community Homophile Association of Toronto held a picnic there on Gay Day. It is said that 
 200-300 people attended. 

 -- 

 16 Phipps St. (non-alcoholic) 
 ceder’s wild non-alcoholic gin, seedlip spice, citrus, orgeat, ginger-vanilla 
 syrup, rosemary, blackberry powder. 

 16 Phipps St. was the address of Club David’s, a hidden gay club that operated clandestinely as a bar in its 
 beginning. Originally attracting a rough crowd, a membership fee was implemented and it improved the clientele. 
 It was different from all other gay clubs of the 70s in Toronto as it was the first to allow women in, as well 
 as people of other sexual orientations, especially bisexuals who were often subtlely shunned in homosexual 
 spaces. It did not allow heterosexuals but it’s mixed gender policy allowed for questioning and closeted gay 
 people to have a space to explore their sexuality in a more comfortable way than diving head first into 
 bathhouses or sex clubs. 

 -- 

 Beatrix Potted (non-alcoholic) 
 seedlip garden, kwe syrup, mango carrot shrub, lemon, mace, basil, oreo, vegan 
 foam, gummy worms. 

 A drink resembling a potted plant that is named after famous children’s book author, Beatrix Potter, most 
 well-known for her Peter Rabbit books and accompanying watercolour illustrations. However, Potter was much more 
 than just a writer of kid’s books. She was an avid naturalist with a keen scientific interest in biology. Her 
 illustrations of the natural world, especially fungi are some of the most accurate and beautiful ever made. She 
 had wanted to go into the sciences but at the time, women were not allowed and her research was ignored. After 
 being rejected for a job at the Royal Botanical Garden because she was female, she self-published her own first 
 book due to the book industry being almost completely male-dominated. Leaving everything to the National Trust 
 upon her death, she enabled the creation of what is now the second biggest national park in England: the Lake 
 District National Park. 



 -- 

 Greenwich Village Manhattan 
 whiskey, fernet, montenegro, bitters, cherry. 

 Greenwich Village is a neighbourhood in Manhattan that has been home to Christopher Street, The Oscar Wilde 
 Bookshop (the world’s oldest gay & lesbian bookstore), Cubbyhole, and the Stonewall Inn -- all important 
 landmarks of LGBT history in America. It was intially settled by a higher percentage of gay people after WWI, 
 and during Prohibition it became a central area for speakeasies, since already homosexuality had been made 
 illegal in public (and private) spaces. By the 1950s, repression was in full force but the Village had morphed 
 into a haven for artists, poets, musicians, and other beatniks & hippies. By the 60s, NYC implemented a purge 
 of all gay bars (which were not owned by LGBT people, but rather organized crime) to cleanse the city of 
 homosexuals. It was from this era that the Stonewall riots were born. 

 -- 

 Any Other Way 
 prosecco, orange juice, floral grapefruit liqueur, berries. 

 Named after Jackie Shane's 🏳⚧  most popular hit song from 1962. She was very prominent in Toronto's music 
 scene and is considered to be a pioneer of transgender soul music. If you're lucky, you'll hear the song in our 
 playlist on your next visit! 

 -- 

 1986 
 prosecco, pear juice, desert pear syrup, blackberry. 

 In 1986, the Ontario Human Rights Code was finally amended to recognise sexual orientation, in order to protect 
 Ontarians from discrimination and harassment because of their sexual orientation. 



 -- 

 Marcha Lencha 
 tequila, cava, jalapeno agave, lime juice, jalapeno pepper. 

 Marcha Lencha ♀ ⚧, a spicy, sparkling tequila-cava cocktail is in honour of our Mexican sisters, who, in June 
 of 2021, had their first rally for women's rights and against discrimation and violence based on sexuality. 

 -- 

 Number 8, Angela James! 
 purple gin, elderflower syrup, citrus, cucumber, mint, soda. 

 In honour of Angela James, the first Black and lesbian Canadian woman to play at a national level and led Team 
 Canada to gold. She's often regarded as the first superstar of women’s hockey, on par with Wayne Gretzky and 
 Gordie Howe in skill, style, and raw talent. 

 -- 

 Sea Queen 
 wild turkey 101 bourbon, port, punch abruzzo amaro, absinthe salt float. 

 "Sea queen" was a term used to describe gay men who worked as sailors in the Navy in the 50s & 60s as the Navy, 
 at sea, was one of the few places gay men were allowed to express their sexuality freely. They also developed 
 their own Polari language. For the adventurous cocktail explorers amongst us. 

 -- 

 True North Strong & Gay 
 canadian club 100% rye, aperol, imperial fortified wine, canadian plum 
 bitters. 

 A truly Canadian negroni named after a protest sign seen at the very first gay rights march in Ottawa in 1971. 
 If you're new to negronis and can't stand bitter, this is a softer introduction. 

 -- 

 Yadira 
 mezcal, tequila blanco, campari, dubonnet, grapefruit, tajin salt. 

 Yadira López Velasco  is a Zapotec, feminist, lesbian,  midwife apprentice, rural sociologist and poet who is a 
 victim of gender-based violence and is an active speaker on generational domestic violence and herbal healing. 

 – 

https://circuloliterariodemujeres.com/category/yadira-lopez-velasco/


 DDL ZAN (non-alcoholic) 
 non-alcoholic gin, italian bitter soda, dealcoholised wine, black tea, 
 cranberry bitters, orange. 

 The "Zan Bill" is a draft law in Italy that seeks to punish acts of discrimination and incitement to violence 
 against LGBT and disabled people & makes misogyny a hate crime. Italy, in 2021, still lacks a law that 
 explicitly protects people on the basis of sex, gender, or sexual orientation. 

 -- 

 The First Brick (non-alcoholic) 
 seedlip spice, ceder’s wild non-gin, chaga tea, allspice syrup, coconut cream, 
 pineapple, lime, ginger beer. 

 Inspired by the Stonewall activists in 1969. It spawned  an internet meme  based on the claim that amongst  others 
 perhaps Marsha P. Johnson, a trans woman and notable activist for the trans community, threw the first brick at 
 police which started the famous Stonewall Inn riots in NYC that has now become  a rallying cry for LGBTQ+ 
 rights, a cliche, and a queer inside joke especially on the internet. Originally, this meme was mocking 
 Macklemore, as a callback to the song “Same Love” he co-wrote with lesbian poet and singer Mary Lambert. 

 -- 

 An Interesting Woman 
 vodka, punch ambruzzo, pumpkin spice syrup, dark roast coffee, cinnamon toast 
 crunch sugar. 

 This cocktail mimics the eponymous and hugely popular PSL (pumpkin spice latte) enjoyed at this time of the 
 year, mostly by women. The name is a tongue-in-cheek response to people who call women who enjoy it “basic 
 b*tches”. (Also, why she used vodka, to appeal to people with less refined tastes or who like simple 
 (non-derogatory), sweet cocktails.) As this is a feminist bar, mocking women for their choices for such trivial 
 things like latte flavours isn’t our vibe, although society loves to do this! “An Interesting Woman (or A Woman 
 is Not Defined By Her Taste In Drinks)” -- the full name, is to reverse-shame those who put down women for 
 enjoying little things, aka all of our patriarchal, Western society. 

 -- 

 Noon Hour 
 cointreau, limoncello, ginger liqueur, port, mint, lime, candied ginger. 

 Noon Hour is named after a statue made of a female factory worker as a war memorial by Florence Wyle. Wyle and 
 her life & artistic soulmate-partner Frances Loring, often referred to by the infantilizing epithet “the 
 Girls”, were commissioned by the government to memorialize “girl war workers”. Although born in the United 
 States, they settled for their lives in Toronto, and are considered two of the first prominent Canadian 
 sculptors. The  y were seen as eccentrics for their  “manly” clothing, and their studio-home (an abandoned church) 
 was the closest thing Toronto had to a Bohemian artist’s enclave at the time that hosted all types of artistic 
 types. They died within a month of each other. “Noon Hour” is notable for its representation of a woman in a 
 non-sexualized (in her workwear) and powerful manner, much like many sculptures of males, but still looking at 
 the statue evokes a sense of an artist who truly understood and appreciated the female form. Other sculptures 
 by the duo also show women as labourers and are given the same treatment as male workers were. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/07/who-threw-first-brick-stonewall-meme/592999/


 -- 

 Renata, Venice, Terrain, & Patreese 
 reposado tequila (or mezcal), epazote, caramelized pineapple syrup, spiced 
 agave, ginger, grapefruit, lime, salt, rosemary smoke. 

 Dedicated to the New Jersey Seven: a group of 7 African-American lesbians who were in Greenwich Village for a 
 night out when they were sexually harassed on the street by a man in the summer of 2006, shortly after the 
 murder of 15-year-old lesbian Sakia Gunn by two men on the street in New Jersey. Not taking no for an answer, a 
 fight broke out where the man began to strangle one of the women, Renata Hill (24), after pulling out Venice’s 
 (19) hair. Fearing for her friend’s life, Patreese (20) stabbed the man with a steak knife. It was a non-fatal 
 wound. They were charged with 2nd-degree Gang Assault and attempted murder. 3 pleaded guilty, and 4 of the 
 women went to trial -- the 4 named here, and all were found guilty by an all-white jury, with sentences ranging 
 from 8 - 11 years. It is considered by many to be a huge miscarriage of justice and a blatant example of a 
 homophobic and racist wrongful prosecution. There is a film documenting the four women called “Out In The 
 Night”. 

 -- 

 Filles de Roi 
 white and dark rum, galliano, butterscotch liqueur, citrus, bitters, pecan, 
 salted butter & duck egg snow, pie crust. 

 Filles de Roi, or Daughters of the King, were a group of 800 young unmarried or widowed French women recruited 
 by King Louis XIV to emigrate to New France (before it was Canada) in order to balance the massive gender 
 difference, and provide/reward the men with wives. Basically, an old-school, monarchy-endorsed sex trafficking 
 ring, in a loose sense. They are the maternal ancestors of thousands of current Canadians. They are also the 
 rumoured inventors of the butter tart, although this is widely debated. While the recipe didn’t appear in print 



 until the early 20th century by hospital auxiliary women in Barrie, Ontario, it is said that the French women 
 created butter tarts based on their own pastries from home with the few ingredients available to them in rural 
 New France. (Other people insist it was created by Scottish immigrants much later based on their home recipes, 
 and others think it is truly Canadian and not owing to any other culture.) This drink is inspired by the butter 
 tart. 

 -- 

 Pansy Colony 
 mezcal, amaro lucano, green chartreuse, prickly pear, cardamom, irish whiskey 
 mist. 

 The pansy colonies was the derogatory name for the enclaves of gay men who lived, worked, and socialized on 
 Yonge St around Dundas in the 1930s. It was coined by homophobic tabloid “Hush Magazine”. As most gay history 
 was never written down or destroyed, tabloids like Hush are one of the only existing sources for information 
 about life as a gay person before the 70s. It was the first time the collective of like-minded people was 
 recognized publicly by the press media with a particular “nickname”. The “pansy colonies” were a distinctly 
 urban phenomenon which highlighted the cooperation of gay men and their employers, many of whom supported their 
 employees at court hearings regarding the criminalization of their sexuality. It was a featured stop on the 
 “  Pride Outside the Village: LGBTQ+ Heritage” tour  in 2017. 

 -- 

 Stoneybatter 
 irish gin, irish whiskey, citrus, earl grey infused honey syrup, mint, 
 honeycomb cereal coated with honey from local riverdale bees (from Bee Local 
 416). 

 Stoneybatter is the name of a north Dublin neighbourhood that boasts being Ireland’s largest LGBT neighbourhood 
 with the highest per capita number of gay people and same sex couples. 

 -- 

 Fellas, Is Space Gay? 
 purple gin, strega, lillet blanc, edible glitter, orange. 

 Often cited online, the “Fellas, is it gay to ____?” or “Fellas, is ____ gay?” meme went viral in 2017, after 
 being around since 2009 as a parody of the homophobia and fragile masculinity of straight boys. In 2020, an 
 article titled “Is space gay?” went viral... and the answer is, “Yes.” 

 -- 

 Lavender Line 
 rye whiskey, cognac, absinthe, cane syrup, lemon juice, creole bitters, 
 peychaud’s. 

 The Sazerac is a uniquely New Orleans creation. As such, our version is named after a section of the French 
 Quarter at the corner of Bourbon St. and St. Ann that has the highest concentration of gay bars in Louisana. It 
 is home to  Café Lafitte's in Exile which is the oldest  gay bar in the United States. New Orleans has always had 



 a strong queer presence, although various loci often shifted around, and shared spaces with sex workers and 
 drug users. The Lavender Line no longer is home to any lesbian bars. In fact, there are none left in the whole 
 of Louisiana. 

 -- 

 The Continental 
 maple moonshine, apple rye, rittenhouse rye, lemon, cane syrup, egg white, 
 nutmeg, burnt cinnamon. 

 The Continental House hotel was a meeting place for bar-going lesbians in the post-war era of the mid-20th 
 century. It was located at Dundas & Elizabeth St. in what was known as The Ward (now City Hall and area), which 
 was one of Toronto’s main slums. As marginalized people, lesbians tended to congregate in the same spaces as 
 Chinese, Jewish and Irish immigrants, and sex workers, who were all existing on the edges of “respectable” 
 society. Many news articles of the time will find lesbians and Chinese immigrants grouped together in 
 solidarity. (Some articles can be seen in our washroom.) Tabloids often reported the lesbian presence in The 
 Ward as “gorilla girls” or “vermin” invading Chinatown. The bar manager of the Continental had a daughter who 
 was lesbian and so other women saw it as a safe space, and felt as protected as they could be at that time, 
 amongst a large clientele of Chinese men who used the space to escape the racism of Toronto. Chinese immigrant 
 men and lesbians often made arrangements for living that benefited them both in a heterosexist, racist, and 
 homophobic society. Unlike bars for gay men, the Continental avoided police raids until the 50s, and eventually 
 lost its clientele due to gentrification and Church & Wellesley being the place to go. 

 -- 

 Rupert Remembers (non-alcoholic) 
 yakult, pear & pineapple, ginger tea, citrus, cloves, cinnamon, allspice cane 
 syrup, mint. 

 Rupert Raj, an Indian-Polish Canadian transgender man, is a leading trans activist, educator, and poet. 
 Following his transition in 1971, he has won many awards for his work and activism. He was the first person to 
 petition the Ontario government to include sex reassignment surgery under OHIP, although he failed at the time. 
 He was responsible for founding many support and resource publications and groups including FACT (Foundation 
 for the Advancement of Canadian Transsexuals) and then  Metamorphosis  magazine when he decided to focus  solely 
 on the needs of trans men. “Rupert Remembers” is his segment in a Canadian documentary series called  Skin  Deep  . 

 -- 

 Friday of the Purple Hand (non-alcoholic) 
 ceder’s classic, blue cotton candy syrup, cocopandan syrup, coconut cream, 
 lime, candy. 

 Inspired by Stonewall,  on October 31, 1969, a group  of protesters from the Committee for Homosexual Freedom 
 (CHF), which had recently become the Gay Liberation Front (GLF), allied with The Society for Individual Rights 
 (SIR), organized a protest against The San Francisco Examiner for running an inflammatory article about the gay 
 bars and community, as the paper often outed gay men arrested iby police by publishing their names. Around 
 12:40 pm, employees from the newspaper dumped bags of ink onto the protesters. The protesters responded by 
 coating their hands in the purple ink and marking the walls and glass of the front of the building. Many were 
 harassed and arrested by police, even for a peaceful sit-in but it marked a turning point in gay rights 
 protesting. 



 -- 

 The Furies House (non-alcoholic) 
 seedlip garden, lime, prickly pear, mace, rose. 

 The Furies Collective house is directly connected with the early expression of the character, role, and 
 ideology of the lesbian community as a social and political community in the 1970s. The house became the 
 operational center of the “Furies,” a lesbian feminist separatist collective, which between 1971 and 1973 
 created and led the debate over lesbians’ place in society. 

 -- 

 Votes For Women! 
 butterfly pea flower-infused gin, rose & lemongrass honey syrup, cucumber, 
 lemon, lavender, soda, egg foam. 

 Summer sipper patio version of our beloved “Lavender Menace”, or a Lavender Menace v.2.0. Bringing in a 
 lighter, fizzier version makes for an easy cocktail with the bonus of a beautiful mix of colours and flavours 
 that represent the first wave feminism of the very early 20th century – the suffragettes. In Canada, we follow 
 the British suffrage tradition of violet, green, and white to represent the movement. The colours of purple 
 (dignity), green (hope), and white (purity) were also said to stand in for the words Votes (violet), For 
 (forest green), Women (white). While first wave feminism had a very limited scope and fell short in many ways 
 of intersectionality, it was nevertheless an incredible turning point for women’s rights and independence. We 
 have the Famous Five to thank in Canada, so thank you for the vote, Sister Suffragette! 

 -- 

 40 Elephants 
 earl grey infused-bourbon, tawny port, pernod, apricot liqueur, applewood 
 smoke. 

 At the turn of the 20th century, there was a working class syndicate of about 40 women who had a glamorous 
 legacy of jewellery and high fashion robbery, extortion, and blackmail terrorizing the rich population of 
 London’s West End. They lived in the London Bridge area (specifically around a pub known as Elephant & Castle). 
 From their beginnings in 1873, they condemned the “jobs” that women were confined to at the time, and instead 
 of seeking political independence like the suffragettes, they sought financial independence from men. The 
 proceeds of their robberies and crimes would be divided up amongst all members and their wider working class 
 community. By the 1920s, the gang was thriving and lived lives of decadence. When caught, the leader Alice 
 Diamond, known for her diamond knuckles, said,  ‘Police  forces are set up by governments to stop others getting 
 a share of what they’ve got!’ 

 -- 

 Gab ‘n’ Java 
 vanilla vodka, espresso, jumping goat liqueur, gingerbread spices, amaro, 
 sponge toffee. 

 Beginning in 1958, the small lesbian community Daughters of Bilitis (the first lesbian group in the USA) based 
 out of San Fransisco began meeting in secret at neighbourhood coffee shops to talk about their unique 



 experiences and how they wanted to further the lesbian movement within the larger LGBT scene at the time, and 
 founded to the idea of potluck as being integral to lesbian culture. Lesbian meet-ups, in secret or in public, 
 have been a staple of our culture from the beginning and were especially important during the decades when 
 homosexuality was at best shunned, and at worst a literal crime. In some areas of the world, it currenty still 
 is and such meet-ups in nondescript locales like cafes or in secret remain fundamental to lesbian well-beling, 
 activism, and safety. 

 -- 

 Chana Com Chana 
 cachaça, dry curacao, falernum, citrus, pineapple, iced mango, stappi bitter 
 soda, irish whiskey mist. 

 Chanacomchana, roughly translated as “pussy with pussy” due to the phonetic similarity of “chana” with “xana”, 
 was a Brasilian-Portuguese lesbian zine from the 1980s published by Grupo de Ação Lésbica e Feminista (GALF), 
 an off-shoot group of the predominately gay male organization of Somos, formed to address lesbian-specific 
 issues in the Brasilian LGBT community in the post-Stonewall era, or as it was known in Brasil: Generation 77, 
 a time of massive political change in Brasil overall. Often criticised and isolated by gay men and straight 
 feminists, much like the Lavender Menace activists in the US, Brazilian lesbian feminists moved for acceptance 
 into the feminist and Marxist movements from which they were barred on the basis of homophobia which was still 
 incredibly strong, especially in non-urban areas and amongst the working class who primarily populated these 
 countercultural, anti-faschist protests. So controversial was lesbian self-organization and activism that even 
 gay bars refused to allow distrubution of Chanacomchana. 

 -- 

 Acuña 
 peppercorn-infused mezcal, wine syrup, citrus, blue curacao, habanero agave, 
 tajin chamoy black salt rim. 

 Elisa Acuña Rossetti (1872-1946) was a Mexican anarchist and educator, feminist and journalist, revolutionary 
 and leader of the Mexican Cultural Missions against illiteracy. She began teaching basic reading to other 
 children when she was 13 and the poverty, discrimination, and illiteracy inspired her to dedicate her life to 
 alleviating those issues. In 1900, she joined radical anarchist groups and participated in many protests and 
 revolutions to overthrow Mexican government officials and parties, forcing her to live in exile for a period of 
 time. Later in life she participated in the Pan-American League of Women and installed seven education missions 
 to serve indigenous communities in rural Mexico that were suffering from high illiteracy rates. 

 -- 

 Ni Santas, Ni Putas (Solo Mujeres) 
 reposado tequila, dry curacao, green chartreuse, matcha agave, mint. 

 “Neither saints, nor whores, just women!” is a common chant of Latin American feminists in the past few years, 
 especially around the day of March 8 and “green tide” protests. New wave feministas in countries like Mexico, 
 Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Coloumbia are becoming increasingly active and vocal, especially on 
 issues relating to an epidemic of feminicide, machismo culture, and abortion rights. They can be recognised by 
 the use of purple but usually green scarves, a symbol adopted from previous Argentine women’s activists, the 
 Madres de Plaza de Mayo who used white ones. Inclusive radical feminist groups across Latin America have made 
 massive change to abortion laws recently, and in places like Mexico have organised extraordinary continuous 
 protests and riots calling attention to feminicide rates and other feminist issues. 



 -- 

 Princess Bubblegum 
 bubblegum-infused moonshine/rum, creme de banane, sumac, citrus, egg foam. 

 Princess Bonnibel Bubblegum is a character from Adventure Time, a children’s cartoon on American channel the 
 Cartoon Network. The character has a long history of being considered sapphic according to fans, and eventually 
 after some controversy and pushback from creators, it was confirmed in canon during the finale episode as she 
 shared a kiss with vampire character, Marceline. It marked an achievement in LGBTQ+ visibility especially in 
 children’s programming and was a cause for celebration for many LGBTQ fans of the show. 

 -- 

 Hello, Suckers! 
 coconut infused-bourbon, maraschino, ginger, cynar. 

 Mary Louise "Texas" Guinan was 1 of 3 women out of 32,000 bar owners in New York City during prohibition to run 
 a speakeasy. She was the first female American Western film star with 36 cowgirl productions under her belt. 
 She moved onto speakeasies and was known for her loud banter with patrons, often greeting them with, “Hello, 
 suckers!” She worked alongside mobsters and catered to celebrities and artists. Her club, The 300, was often 
 raided by police but she was only arrested once, and at trial she was found not guilty. The 2 other women who 
 ran speakeasies in NYC were Belle Livingstone and Canadian Helen Morgan. This is a take on her Old Fashioned 
 riff that she published in a cocktail book called “Bottoms Up” (1928). 

 -- 

 A Taste of Sappho 
 gin, pear nectar, lime, ginger honey. 

 Sappho was a lyrical poet from Ancient Greece. She lived on the island of Lesbos, which the word “lesbian” gets 
 its origins from. Her sexuality is often a subject of debate, owing to previous scholars’ biased translations 
 arising from homophobia and heterosexism, which continues today especially from heterosexual male scholars. 
 Generally it is assumed she was either lesbian or bisexual, and has become the namesake of an inclusive term 
 for women who love women, “sapphic”. 

 -- 

 Hélène 
 rittenhouse rye, campari, chambord, pastis de marseille, tarragon, tigernuts. 

 There are two Hélènes to choose from here and which one is personal preference! Hélène Cixous is a French 
 philosopher, playwright, and poet whose seminal essay “The Laugh of the Medusa” coined the term “écriture 
 féminine” which is a distinctive mode of writing for women by women, and is considered one of the mothers of 
 poststructualist feminism. The other Hélène is a more modern invention, a fictional character from the cult 
 favourite TV series, “Killing Eve” played by Camille Cottin. A powerful, ruthless, high-ranking, and 
 devastatingly sexy French assassin recruiter for the shadowy Twelve. 



 -- 

 Zahed (non-alcoholic) 
 crodino bitter soda, orange juice, ginger ale, blood orange, ras el hanout. 

 Ludovic-Mohamed Zahed is an openly gay French-Algerian “imam without borders” who opened the first inclusive 
 mosque in Paris in order to welcome the LGBT and feminist Muslim community to prayer, regardless of race. It is 
 often called the only gay-friendly mosque in Europe. HIV-postitive since teenagehood, he is active in many 
 areas of LGBTQ+ rights, including same sex marriage and criticisms of Islamic homonationalism. Other Muslims 
 have attempted to have him stripped of his Algerian citizenship for performing a marriage ceremony for two 
 lesbian Muslim women from Iran, in Sweden. 

 -- 


